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Christmas Island
H-Bomb Tests 1957
– or Posting with a Bang!

‘We were to test Britain's first Hydrogen Bomb – equivalent to 1 million tons of
TNT. I was an RAF Electrical Mechanic, posted to Christmas Island in the
Central Pacific – the world’s largest, remotest coral atoll, 24 miles by 15, 11/2
metres above sea level, over 30º C degrees, a peaceful and beautiful island with
400 indigenous people living in a village called ‘London’. The main military camp
was a tented city for 2500 men.
‘The first of the series was on 15th May 1957. The island was alive with activity
– the Islanders evacuated on RN ships; aircraft checking the exclusion zone;
parades at evacuation points. The Camberras were airborne for photos and to
‘collect dust samples’. Two Valiants of 49 Squadron carried their deadly load to
Ground Zero - the island of Maldon. This was to be a ‘clean bomb’ – detonating
at a high altitude to limit radioactive fall-out…
‘Shortly after 1000 hours, it was Bomb Gone! And the aircraft were returning to
the island. There was a great feeling of relief. Now the Scientists had to evaluate
the data. Three more H–Bombs were detonated, one just a few miles away.
Later, the island was used as a Test Site for many Nuclear Bomb Tests, both
British and American.’
Patrick Hurley of Old Stratford in Milton Keynes
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